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TEx@ATA Gallery Guidelines 
 

1. TEx@ATA exhibitions explore unique threads of contemporary tapestry production.  
2. Each show will be designed by the person(s) submitting the proposal (the Curator). 
3. The Curator will choose the artists, the artworks, and the text(s) that comprise the 

exhibition. 
4. The exhibition may take the following forms: 

• Solo Show. The show will include 25-50 images. 
• Group Show. A group show will include 25-50 images. 

5. The exhibitions will feature artists who either employ the techniques of hand woven 
tapestry or reference the medium conceptually. Submissions including work that 
stretches the traditional definition of tapestry are welcome. If an artist also works in 
another medium, the Curator may include a maximum of two non-woven works per artist 
or five non-woven works in a group show. 

6. The Curator will produce an exhibition that: 
• has a tight cohesive theme, or concept, unifying it 
• highlights aesthetically and technically high quality work 
• may have a component of edginess 
• includes a critical essay that might involve any, or all, of the following: 

• insights into aesthetic and/or conceptual strategies that the artist employs 
• tracing the development of an artist’s work over time 
• tracing the development of contemporary tapestry from tapestry artist(s) in 

the past 
7. ATA will create a layout for the exhibition. The Curator will proof the show. 
8. Each exhibition will be featured for a period of approximately four months and will 

remain on the website indefinitely. 
9. Each aspect of the show (artwork, texts, etc.) will be reviewed for suitability. 
10. Approval of the show proposal depends on the quality of the overall concept and quality 

of the work in the proposed exhibition. The Curator will be notified within two months of 
submittal. 
 

 
How to Submit a Proposal 

Please submit proposals via email in .pdf format, including Curator’s name, exhibition 
title, a brief statement explaining the focus of the exhibition and 2- 3 sample images 
(.jpg or .gif format between 300dpi and 150dpi) to: 
 
Valerie Kirk 
Valerie.Kirk@anu.edu.au 
 

Thanks for your interest in ATA’s TEx@ATA Gallery. 
 
 

 


